
Welcome to Guitar 4  

Instructor : Jacob Sweet 

Website : www.jacobsweet.com 

Email : jacob@jacobsweet.com 
 

 Guitar 4 skills and Guitar 4 ever, comprise the most advanced level of core guitar 

instruction we offer at the Old Town School of Folk Music. For many people, this is 

plenty (or more than plenty actually).  

 Some people stay at the guitar 4 level indefinitely, others bounce around from one level 

to another, and still others decide to pursue more specialized offerings, either in other 

classes or private lessons.  

 There is no one true or “perfect” path to becoming proficient or getting to the next level. 

All of them are valid (Although all the paths involve practice). 

 Be proud of yourself for getting this far and realize Guitar 4 does not represent the end 

of your guitar education journey but a new beginning. Think of yourself an explorer 

getting ready to embark on an expedition, and I am your slightly pasty and out of shape 

Sherpa guide, giving you the last few necessities of knowledge before you can start your 

journey in earnest. 

 

Now that we have had our pep talk, here are the main areas we will be covering in Guitar 4. 

 

1. Fingerpicking – This will include Travis (alternating thumb) style and Arpeggio style. 

2. Complex Chords – Basically we will add a few new chord types into the mix, 

predominantly Jazz type chords. 

3. Melody Playing – The pentatonic scale and its derivatives will be the launching point for 

this topic. Think Eric Clapton, with his eyes closed and head tilted back. That will be you, 

oh yes…. 

4. Guitar Tablature – We will put some finishing touches on reading guitar Tablature so that 

you can look at the various types that exist (professionally published vs. crappy internet 

tab, etc.) and be able to make sense of it. 

 


